Head Locations

Air Seeder Tow Between - 29 ft

12" Spacing
Head Locations

Air Seeder Tow Between - 34 ft

7 1/2" Spacing

10" Spacing
Head Locations

Air Seeder Tow Between - 34 ft

Note: Divider head stands mounted on wings must be cut 12" shorter for Double Shoot Openers.

12" Spacing

MORRIS Industries Ltd. 7-11
Head Locations

Air Seeder Tow Between - 39 ft

Note: Divider head stands mounted on wings must be cut 12 1/2" shorter
Head Locations

Air Seeder Tow Between - 39 ft

12" Spacing

Note: Divider head stands mounted on wings must be cut 12 1/2" shorter
Head Locations

Air Seeder Tow Between - 49 ft

7 1/2" Spacing

10" Spacing
Head Locations

Air Seeder Tow Between - 49 ft

12" Spacing
Head Locations

Air Seeder Tow Between - 55 ft

10" Spacing

12" Spacing
Head Locations

Notes
Coulter Locations

Long Mounting Bracket
- Used with double shoot openers.

Mount - Standard
- Attach mounting bracket (3) to frame with mounting plate (1) and four - 5/8" x 6" bolts (7), lockwashers (8), and nuts (9).
- Attach Shank (6 or 6A) to bracket with clamps and two - 5/8" x 4 1/2" bolts (10), lockwashers (8), and nuts (9).

Mount - Spacer Kit
- Attach mounting bracket and two Spacer Plates (2) to frame with mounting plate (1) and four - 5/8" x 7" bolts (7), lockwashers (8), and nuts (9).
- Attach Shank (6 or 6A) to bracket with clamps and two - 5/8" x 4 1/2" bolts (10), lockwashers (8), and nuts (9).

Short Mounting Bracket
- Used with single shoot openers.

Mount - Standard
- Attach mounting bracket (3) to frame with mounting plate (1). Secure top with two - 5/8" x 6" bolts (7), lockwashers (8), and nuts (9).
- Secure bottom by attaching Shank (6 or 6A) to bracket with clamps and two - 5/8" x 9" bolts (10), lockwashers (8), and nuts (9).

Mount - Spacer Kit
- Attach mounting bracket (3) to frame with mounting plate (1). Secure top with two - 5/8" x 7" bolts (7), lockwashers (8), and nuts (9).
- Secure bottom by attaching Shank (6 or 6A) to bracket with clamps and two - 5/8" x 10" bolts (10), lockwashers (8), and nuts (9).

Note: There are two different shanks:
- 6 Straight shank
- 6A Offset shank
**Legend**

- **MBR** = Mounting Bracket Rear
- **MBF** = Mounting Bracket Front
- **90'LT** = Offset Shank Direction
- **90'RT** = Offset Shank Direction
- **W/SP** = With Spacer Kit
- **STR** = Straight Shank

---

**29' - 10" SPACING**

**COULTER LOCATION 20" O.C.**
Coulter Locations

40 foot

40' - 10" SPACING
COULTER LOCATIONS 20" O.C.
Coulter Locations

55 foot

MORRIS Industries Ltd.
• Mount Harrow Head (1) to Air Drill frame with a Mounting Strap (2) and two - 3/4" x 2 1/4" bolts.

Note: See following pages for harrow locations.
• Attach harrow to head with two - 1/2" U-bolts, 1/2" lockwashers, and 1/2" nuts.
Harrow Locations

29 foot

34 foot

MORRIS Industries Ltd.
Mount Harrow Head (1) to Air Drill frame with a Mounting Strap (2) and two - 3/4" x 2 1/4" bolts.

**Note:** See following pages for harrow locations.

Attach harrow to head with two - 1/2" U-bolts, 1/2" lockwashers, and 1/2" nuts.
Harrow Locations

29 foot

34 foot